
Math 109 Spring 2006 HW 8HW Due Wednesday 6/7/06 in lassExerise and page numbers refer to Flether and Patty, 3rd edition.Chek them against a friend's book if you have another edition. Workingwith a lassmate is �ne, but the �nal writeup should be your own work.Part 1Turn these exerises in.FP, Chapter 5, #68, 74, 77FP, Chapter 7, #38, 40Part 2These are more hallenging and/or longer exerises.1. Let f : A ! B be a funtion. Let C1; C2 � A be any two subsets ofA, and D1;D2 � B be any two subsets of B. In this problem you will proveseleted parts of the theorem stated in lass about how image and inverseimage interat with intersetion and union. (This is also Theorem 5.12 inthe book, whih states things for arbitrary olletions of sets instead of justtwo sets.)(a). Prove that f�1(D1 [D2) = f�1(D1) [ f�1(D2).(b). Prove that f(C1 \ C2) � f(C1) \ f(C2).(). If f is one-to-one, then prove f(C1 \ C2) = f(C1) \ f(C2).1



2. In this problem, you will prove that all open intervals in the set ofreal numbers have the same ardinality as the set of all real numbers. Reallthat if a; b 2 R and a < b, then we de�ne the open interval(a; b) = fx 2 Rja < x < bg:(a). Let a; b; ; d be four real numbers with a < b, and  < d. Prove thatthe sets (a; b) and (; d) have the same ardinality by �nding a one-to-oneand onto funtion f : (a; b)! (; d).(b). Show that R has the same ardinality as the open interval (��=2; �=2),by �nding an expliit one-to-one and onto funtion f : (��=2; �=2) ! R.(You should explain why you know that the f you hoose is one-to-one andonto, but you do not have to prove it rigorously.)(). Let a; b be any two real numbers with a < b. Prove that the interval(a; b) and R have the same ardinality.3. This problem onsiders ertain olletions of subsets of N.(a). Let S be the olletion of all �nite subsets of N. Prove that S isountable.(b). Let P be the olletion of all subsets of N (in other words, P is thepower set P(N).) Prove that P is unountable.(). Let T be the olletion of all in�nite subsets of N. Prove that T isunountable.4. A polynomial funtion is a funtion f : R ! R of the form f(x) =anxn + an�1xn�1 + � � �+ a1x+ a0, where ai 2 R for all i. The degree of f isthe highest power of x appearing (so for the f above, the degree is n as longas an 6= 0.) The polynomial funtion f has rational oeÆients if ai 2 Q forall i. A root of f is a value b 2 R for whih f(b) = 0.The fator theorem in algebra says that a polynomial of degree n hasat most n roots; assume this. A number b 2 R is alled algebrai if it is aroot of some polynomial funtion with rational oeÆients; otherwise b isalled transendental. For example, p2=2 is algebrai sine it is a root ofthe degree 2 polynomial funtion f(x) = x2 � (1=2).(a). Prove that the set of all algebrai real numbers is ountable.(b). Prove that there exists a transendental real number.2


